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Can you think of a crisis situation that stands out in your
mind?

While there are many crisis situations that will forever be
in my memory, most resolve in very positive manners and
the individuals are able to get the help, treatment and 

the support they need and move forward in life stronger than they were before
the crisis event. Since we live in a small community, I will refrain from giving any
specific examples of events, but I will attest to the fact that crisis intervention
works and it is successful a majority of the time. It is often family or friends who
report their concerns for a loved one, and by alerting the crisis team and/or
dispatch, we are able to intervene and provide services and supports to get the
individual to an environment where they feel safe so they can rest, get treatment,
experience growth and find recovery. One of the best parts of working on the
crisis team is being there to help others in very dark times in their lives, and then
seeing them a week, month, or year down the road, and seeing them thriving in
life; enjoying another chance at life. 

What is it like to work with law enforcement on a crisis?

We are lucky to have amazing law enforcement officers in Wallowa County who
are dedicated to community safety and wellbeing. Many of our local law
enforcement are Crisis Intervention Team (CIT) certified. CIT training (see page 2
for more information) is designed to provide law enforcement officers and first
responders with additional training around mental health, substance abuse, and
crisis de-escalation skills, to better respond to the ever-increasing crises that
occur in their communities. As a Crisis Clinician, I have responded to endless crisis
calls where law enforcement was on the scene and it is so wonderful to watch and
observe how they interacted with the community. There was one occasion where
there was an individual in the hospital who was locked in an observation room
due to safety concerns. This individual was throwing chairs against the windows
trying to break them out, yelling, banging on the door, etc. Several officers
responded to help assist and one of them stood at the door, calmly spoke to the
individual in crisis, and the officer got the individual to back away from the door
and sit on the bed. This allowed the hospital staff to enter the room and help the
individual with medical treatment. After this event, the officer was so excited that
he used the training he learned in CIT, he turned to me and smiled, “I did it! It
works!”

Do you coordinate with other community partners during a crisis besides law
enforcement?

Our crisis team coordinates with internal Center for Wellness programs as well
as many local community partners to help connect individuals we meet with the 
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did you know
That we provide support
for anyone who is
receiving our services in
searching for a job or a
career? Our Supported
Employment team
matches your goals and
interests to help you find
a job. In the past quarter
through our employment
services, 16 individuals are
working or getting
training in jobs they enjoy.
Curious to learn more
about supported
employment? Call 541-
426-0801. 



CONTINUED A DAY IN THE LIFE
supports and services they
need to get back on their
feet. Some of the internal
programs we can help get
individuals enrolled in
include supported
employment, case
management, therapy, or
more advanced services
such as EASA, ACT or
residential services. We
work closely with our
community partners to
help direct individuals who
are in crisis to resources
that may be beneficial,
such as Safe Harbors,
Building Healthy Families,
DHS, Community
Connections, medical and
dental care and many
more.

What have you learned
being a crisis worker? 

Every crisis provides so
much experience and
growth as a Crisis
Counselor. This growth
helps our responses to
future crises, and improves
outcomes and recovery.
One of my biggest 

"We
provide

hope to the
hopeless."

BRANDON MILLER

Crisis Intervention Team training is a community initiative designed
to improve the outcomes of police interactions with people living
with mental illnesses. CIT programs are local partnerships between
law enforcement, mental health providers, and other community
stakeholders. CIT programs provide 40 hours of training for law
enforcement on how to better respond to people experiencing a
mental health crisis. CIT is not just a training. It is based on strong
relationships between law enforcement, mental health care
providers, families, and people living with mental illnesses.

The Oregon Center on Behavioral Health and Justice works with
counties in establishing Crisis Intervention Teams and helping to
coordinate trainings for the teams. This May, a CIT training will
occur once again in Wallowa County for local law enforcement,
WVCW staff, and community partners. Every year this strengthens
our community's response to a crisis and improves crisis
intervention locally. 
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What is CIT Training?

realizations is
understanding that any
one of us are just one bad
phone call away from
needing help and being in
crisis. When our life
stresses surpass our
coping abilities, we will find
ourselves in a state of
crisis. Some individuals
have more natural
supports than others, but
at the end of the day, we
are all humans. Humans
with limits, and that when
those limits are exceeded,
we need help. That’s what
our Crisis Team does. We
are people who help other
people when life becomes
overwhelming. We are
people who help provide
hope to the hopeless.  

If you or someone you love
is in crisis, please call our
24/7 crisis line at 541-398-
1175. There is hope.

Additional Support Lines

National Suicide
Prevention Lifeline
1-800-273-8255

Oregon Youthline
1-877-968-8491 

Veterans Crisis Line
1-800-273-8255 Press 1

Alcohol and Drug Helpline
1-800-923-4357

Senior Loneliness Line
503-200-1633

 

https://www.linesforlife.org/alcohol-and-drug-helpline/
http://seniorlonelinessline.org/
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I started walking at 8
months old – mostly out of
fear due to having 4 older
siblings. Since then, my
Mom would easily tell you I
was always busy. Growing
up I had struggles like most
people, but what I didn’t
know then was when life
was really hitting me the
hardest, I always resorted
to riding my horse and
sports. Somehow even very
young, I knew I felt the best
when I was physically
active. Now in my youthful
58 years, this remains the
same. 

About 17 years ago, I
started riding my bike
home from work because
the job I had at that time
was very stressful and
mentally exhausting. I
started riding to get in
better shape, but now I
know what it really did was
save my soul. By the time I
finished my 45 minute ride
home, I had all the world’s
problems figured out. I
didn’t wear headphones
and listen to music, mostly
because I wanted to know
when cars were coming.
Instead I listened to the
creek, birds, farm
machinery humming along,
but mostly just the quiet. I
could digest all the
negative energy and
reframe the day so when I
walked in the door to my
family – I could just be a
mom and wife. 

the wellness cornerWe Are Meant to Move
BY WENDY MCDANIEL

These days I still love a
good softball game, spike-
ball, ping pong, shooting
hoops or going on an
amazing hike in the
backcountry. I even did my
first overnight solo
backpacking trip last
summer. No need to do
that again! I am taking up
strength training lately but
choosing to move every
day. We are meant to
move. Perhaps being
physically active is not
everyone’s gig. But I cannot
stress enough, you have to
find whatever helps you de-
program or get centered.
The work we do, no matter
what your role is - is tough.
It is difficult to help others
when there is no “fuel” in
your own tank. Each of us
needs all of our amazing
skills in order to keep this
ship (or our community)
going strong.

Glance at the wall clock and rip off
a minute's worth of jumping jacks. If
you're a beginner, try the low-
impact version (raise your right arm
and tap your left toe to the side
while keeping your right foot on the
floor; alternate sides).

Do a football-like drill of running in
place for 60 seconds. Get those
knees up! (Beginners, march in
place.)

Simulate jumping rope for a minute:
Hop on alternate feet, or on both
feet at once. An easier version is to
simulate the arm motion of turning a
rope, while alternately tapping the
toes of each leg in front.

While seated, pump both arms over
your head for 30 seconds, then
rapidly tap your feet on the floor,
football-drill style, for 30 seconds.
Repeat 3-5 times.

If you can step into a vacant office
or conference room, shadow box for
a minute or two. Or just walk around
the room as fast as you can.

Or do walk-lunges in your office or a
vacant room.

Need some ideas on how to incorporate
more movement when working at your
desk either at home or in the office?
Here are a few aerobic tricks to try
during your next break between tasks:

https://www.webmd.com/pain-management/knee-pain/picture-of-the-knee
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Wallowa Valley Center for Wellness
PO Box 268
Enterprise, OR 97828

may is
It is the time to focus on the healing value of connecting in
safe ways, prioritizing mental health and acknowledging that
it’s okay to not be okay. Join us in celebrating Mental Health
Awareness Month this May.

Together, we can realize a shared vision of where anyone
affected by mental illness can get the appropriate support
and quality of care to live healthy, fulfilling lives — a
community where no one feels alone in their struggles.

Help us spread the word through awareness, support and
advocacy activities by sharing personal stories, posting on
social media, and spreading the word. Your mental health is as
important as your physical health. Break the stigma.

spread the word your
mental health matters


